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Abstract: We derive algebraic attractor equations describing supersymmetric flux vacua
of type IIB string theory in terms of a doublet of the 3-form fluxes, F and H. These
equations are similar to the attractor equations for moduli fixed by the charges near the
horizon of the supersymmetric black holes.
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1. Introduction
The supersymmetric attractor equations [1]-[4] have been discovered in the context of the
theory of BPS black holes. It was found there that the scalar fields near the black hole
horizon have a fixed point behavior defined by the black hole electric and magnetic changes.
The purpose of this note is to show that there is a direct relation between the mathematical
structure established for supersymmetric black hole attractors and a particular class of flux
vacua.
A significant progress in investigation of this question was achieved by Moore in [5].1
However, his investigation revealed a problem which did not allow an immediate generaliza-
tion of the results for black hole attractors to the study of flux vacua. He pointed out that
in type IIB string theory compactified on a CY3 manifold the flux vacua are described by
the complex non-integral τ -moduli-dependent 3-form flux G3 = F3−τH3. The appearance
of the field τ in G3 is the source of a problem when one tries to use the black hole attractor
equations based on a set of real magnetic and electric charges. It was suggested in [5] that
this issue is easier to resolve in the context of M-theory compactified on a CY4 =CY3×T 2
manifold. Moore has developed these ideas for a particular example when CY3 = K3×T 2.
In this paper we will find the attractor equations for the general case of type IIB string
theory compactified on CY orientifolds. We choose O3/O7 orientifolds to be specific, as in
the GPK-KKLT vacua [9], [10].
1For an early attempt to relate the minimum of the superpotential to the SL(2, Z) black hole attractors
see [6]; for a more recent discussion on flux vacua and attractors see [7],[8].
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We will show that for generic CY3 manifold with O3/O7 planes one can rewrite the
standard differential equations for flux vacua in IIB string theory, DW = 0 with W 6= 0, as
algebraic attractor equations relating fluxes to fixed moduli, including all complex structure
moduli as well as the axion-dilaton:
DW = 0, W 6= 0 ⇒ pΛ = iZ¯LΛ − iZL¯Λ, qΛ = iZ¯MΛ − iZM¯Λ . (1.1)
Here p, q are quantized 3-form fluxes and the relevant covariant holomorphic central charge
is Z = eK/2W . The covariantly holomorphic section (LΛ,MΛ) will be presented below.
For the black hole attractor equations (1.1) to be valid in flux vacua one has to require in
addition that the second derivative of the central charge is vanishing, DiDjZ = 0, see [11].
For the BPS black hole case in N=2 supergravity this condition is always satisfied, see for
example eq. (55) in [12].
An unusual situation here is that we are looking for N=1 flux vacua with the N=1
effective potential
V = eK(|DW |2 − 3|W |2) . (1.2)
The N=1 potential (1.2) is based on the GVW superpotential [15]
W =
∫
G3 ∧Ω (1.3)
The vacua of our interest are defined by equations DW = 0 andW 6= 0 so that the potential
at the critical point with ∂V = 0 is given by Vcr = −3eK |W |2cr. If the effective metric in
4d space time is of AdS type, this is a supersymmetric vacuum; if the metric is Minkowski,
this is a non-supersymmetric one. Either way, our problem here is to show that instead
of solving differential equations on the superpotential, DW = 0, the corresponding critical
point of the potential can be found by solving algebraic attractor equations relating fluxes
to fixed moduli. Note that this is by no means a property of a general N=1 supergravity.
An important ingredient of our construction follows from compactified type IIB string
theory on CY orientifold: on CY manifold we get N=2 supergravity upon compactification
and orientifolding, which truncates it to N=1 but does not change the N=2 properties of
the geometry of the moduli space surviving orientifolding. After orientifolding, some fields
are truncated from the theory. However, for the remaining moduli one still finds the formal
structure of N=2 theory, as in special geometry [13].
In effective N=1 supergravity obtained by compactification of string theory on CY ori-
entifold one finds that there exists a covariantly holomorphic section from which the Ka¨hler
potential K is constructed. The covariantly holomorphic central charge Z = eK/2W is a
symplectic invariant, which transforms under Ka¨hler transformations as a phase. Therefore
|Z|2 and |DZ|2 are both symplectic and Ka¨hler invariant. Thus the geometry of the moduli
space, as well as the symplectic invariance of the central charge, remains in the effective
N=1 supergravity, which explains the presence of attractor equations in flux vacua. The
potential in (1.2) can be therefore presented in the form
V = |DZ|2 − 3|Z|2 , (1.4)
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where Z(z, z¯, q, p) ≡ (LΛqΛ −MΛpΛ). Here p, q are integer 3-form fluxes and (LΛ,MΛ) is
a covariantly holomorphic section for IIB string theory compactified on CY orientifold.
2. Attractors and Special Geometry
Here we give a short overview of attractors and special geometry following [1]-[4], [13],
where we will comment on particular features related to flux vacua. A special Ka¨hler
manifold can be defined by constructing flat symplectic bundle of dimension 2n + 2 over
Ka¨hler-Hodge manifold with symplectic section defined as
V = (LΛ,MΛ), Λ = 0, 1, ...n ,
where (L,M) obey the symplectic constraint i(L¯ΛMΛ − LΛM¯Λ) = 1 and LΛ(z, z¯) and
MΛ(z, z¯) depend on scalar fields z, z¯, which are the coordinates of the “moduli space.” L
Λ
and MΛ are covariantly holomorphic (with respect to the Ka¨hler connection), e.g.
Dk¯L
Λ = (∂k¯ −
1
2
Kk¯)L
Λ = 0 ,
where K is the Ka¨hler potential. Symplectic invariant form of the Ka¨hler potential can be
found from this equation by introducing the holomorphic section (XΛ(z), FΛ(z)):
LΛ = eK/2XΛ , MΛ = e
K/2FΛ , (∂k¯X
Λ = ∂k¯FΛ = 0) .
The Ka¨hler potential is K = − ln i(X¯ΛFΛ −XΛF¯Λ). The Ka¨hler metric is given by gkk¯ =
∂k∂k¯K. Finally, from special geometry one finds that there exists a complex symmetric
(n + 1)× (n + 1) matrix NΛΣ such that
MΛ = NΛΣLΣ , ImNΛΣLΛL¯Σ = −1
2
, Di¯M¯Λ = NΛΣDi¯L¯Σ . (2.1)
In the case of N=2 supergravity this matrix is a metric in the vector part of the moduli
space depending on scalar fields z, z¯. It is, however, important to realize that we will
only use here (in effective N=1 supergravity) the fact that the explicit expression for N is
defined by the section and the derivative of it over the moduli.
One can introduce a symplectic charge related to the integer flux in a compactified
Calabi-Yau manifold: (pΛ, qΛ). Now we may define a covariantly holomorphic central
change
Z(z, z¯, q, p) ≡ (LΛqΛ −MΛpΛ) ,
where Di¯Z ≡ (∂i¯ − 12Ki¯)Z = 0 and DiZ¯ ≡ (∂i − 12Ki)Z¯ = 0. One could also define a
holomorphic central charge
W = e−K(z,z¯)/2Z(z, z¯, q, p) ≡ (XΛqΛ − FΛpΛ) , ∂i¯W = 0 .
This holomorphic charge W may be associated with the superpotential in N=1 effective
supergravity for the IIB string theory compactified on CY orientifold. In the generic point
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of the moduli space there are two symplectic invariants homogeneous of degree 2 in electric
and magnetic charges:
I1 = I1(p, q, z, z¯) = −1
2
P tM(N )P , I2 = I2(p, q, z, z¯) = −1
2
P tM(F)P . (2.2)
Here P = (p, q) andM(N ) is the real symplectic (2n + 2)× (2n + 2) matrix(
ImN +ReN ImN−1ReN −ReN ImN−1
−ImN−1ReN ImN−1
)
The matrixM(F) is an analogous matrix with N replaced by F , where F = ∂ΛFΣ. Using
the central charge one can rewrite these two invariants as follows:
I1 = |Z|2 + |DiZ|2 , I2 = |Z|2 − |DiZ|2 . (2.3)
An effective N=1 d=4 supergravity potential from IIB string theory on CY orientifold
given in eq. (1.4) in a generic point of the moduli space can be also presented in the form
V = −2I2 − I1 , (2.4)
where I1 and I2 are defined in eqs. (2.3). An extremization condition for both symplectic
invariants, which specifies the values of moduli in terms of charges, is given by
DiZ(z, z¯, q, p) ≡ (∂i + 1
2
Ki)Z = 0 .
It is also a requirement of an unbroken supersymmetry. In terms of the holomorphic charge
W , the extremization condition is even more familiar:
DiW (z, q, p) ≡ (∂i +Ki)W = 0 .
Note that XΛ(z) are subject to holomorphic redefinitions (sections of a holomorphic line
bundle):
XΛ(z)→ XΛ(z) e−f(z) ,
so that
LΛ(z)→ LΛ(z) e f¯(z)−f(z)2 .
This occurs because LΛ = eK/2XΛ and K → K + f + f¯ under Ka¨hler transformations, so
that
Z(q, p, z, z¯)→ Z(q, p, z, z¯) e f¯(z¯)−f(z)2 . (2.5)
However, |Z| is both symplectic and Ka¨hler gauge invariant, this is why the connection
drops and DiZ = 0 (Di¯Z ≡ 0) means that ∂i|Z| = 0. At the attractor point, DiZ = 0, the
potential does not depend on moduli, only on fluxes:
Vcr = −3I1 = −3I2 = −3|Z(z¯(p, q), z(p, q), q, p)|2 .
The critical point of the potential at DiZ = 0 can be also presented in the form of the
attractor equations (
pΛ
qΛ
)
= i
(
Z¯LΛ − ZΛ¯Λ
Z¯MΛ − ZM¯Λ
)
. (2.6)
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From these equations it follows that (p, q) determine the sections up to a (Ka¨hler) gauge
transformation. The moduli at the fixed point depend on ratios of charges since the equa-
tions are homogeneous in p, q.
For completeness we present here the derivation of these equations following [3]. It
will be clear that the special geometry of the moduli space present in N=1 supergravity
derived from string theory on CY orientifold is sufficient to derive these equations. Start
with
Di¯Z¯ = Di¯L¯
ΛqΛ −Di¯M¯ΛpΛ = 0 . (2.7)
Now replace Di¯M¯Λ by NΛΣDi¯L¯Σ, according to eq. (2.1). By contracting with DiLΣGi¯i
and using the identity DiL
ΣGi¯iDi¯L¯
Λ = −12Im(N−1)
ΣΛ − L¯ΣLΛ we get
2ZL¯Σ = ipΣ − Im(N−1)ΣΛ qΛ + Im(N−1)ΣΓ ReNΓ∆ p∆ , (2.8)
from which it follows that
pΣ = 2iZ¯LΣ − i(ImN−1 ReN p+ ImN−1 q)Σ , (2.9)
qΣ = 2iZ¯MΣ − i(ImN p+ReN ImN−1 ReN p− ReN ImN−1 q)Σ . (2.10)
Now we see that it is really important to have a symplectic charge (pΛ, qΛ) which is real
and moduli independent: note that we have differentiated in eq. (2.7) over the moduli
inside Z¯ only the section L¯Λ, M¯Λ, not the flux p, q. In such case we find from eqs. (2.9)
and (2.10) the attractor eqs. (2.6).
This detailed derivation of the attractor equations explains why the use of the G3 =
F3 − τH3 flux in type IIB theory obscures the derivation of the attractor equations for
the flux vacua. It also suggests that one should try to rewrite the potential for N=1
effective supergravity in IIB theory compactified on a CY orientifold in a form suitable for
the application of attractor equations: one should use only the quantized fluxes not mixed
with moduli, and one should push all dependence on all moduli into the properly defined
symplectic section.
3. Type IIB Flux Vacua as Attractors
Consider a compactification of IIB string theory on some CY 3-fold with O3/O7 planes.
We refer the reader to a nice recent review of the related topics in [17]. The 3-cycles come
in pairs (A, B) so that (with (2pi)2α′ = 1) the RR 3-form F3 and the NS 3-form H3 are
F3 = p
a
f αa − qaf βa , H3 = pah αa − qah βa , (3.1)
where ∫
CY
αa ∧ βb = δab . (3.2)
The holomorphic symplectic basis on CY is such that
Xa(x) =
∫
Aa
Ω Ga(x) =
∫
Ba
Ω ,
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and
Ω3 = X
a(x)αa −Ga(x)βa . (3.3)
Here Ω(x) is a holomorphic 3-form on a Calabi-Yau space depending on the complex
structure moduli x, and the Ka¨hler potential of CY is given by
K(x, x¯) = − ln[i
∫
Ω(x) ∧ Ω¯(x¯)] = − ln i[X¯aGa −XaG¯a] . (3.4)
This standard description of the compactified IIB string theory is supplemented by the
axion-dilaton moduli as follows. From the SL(2, Z) doublet of fluxes, F and H, one forms
a complex 3-form G3 = F3− τH3, and the Ka¨hler potential has an additional part, so that
the total K is
K(τ, τ¯ , x, x¯) = − ln[−i(τ − τ¯)]− ln[i
∫
Ω(x) ∧ Ω¯(x¯)] . (3.5)
The superpotential is given by
W =
∫
G3(τ) ∧ Ω(x) = (paf − τpah)Ga − (qfa − τqha)Xa . (3.6)
It is this particular dependence on the axion-dilaton that makes the symplectic structure
of the flux vacua obscure.
Let us instead make the SL(2, Z) symmetry of the type IIB theory manifest, so that
it extends the manifest symplectic symmetry of the CY space. The first hint comes from
rewriting the superpotential as follows:
W =
∫
G3(τ) ∧ Ω(x) = pafGa − qfaXa + pah(−τGa)− qha(−τXa) . (3.7)
Let us now introduce the “central charge” in a form useful for the attractor equation:
Z = e
K(x,x¯,τ,τ¯)
2 W (τ, x) = e
K(x,x¯,τ,τ¯)
2
∫
F3 ∧ Ω+H3 ∧ (−τΩ) . (3.8)
Thus we have a 3-form flux SL(2, Z) doublet
F = (F3, H3) , (3.9)
and a symplectic section, which is also a doublet,
Π =
(
Π1(τ, x)
Π2(τ, x)
)
=
(
Ω(x)
−τΩ(x)
)
. (3.10)
The total Ka¨hler potential is now given by
K(x, x¯, τ, τ¯ ) = − ln
[∫
[τΩ(x) ∧ Ω¯(x¯)− Ω(x) ∧ τ¯ Ω¯(x¯)]
]
= − ln
[∫
(Π1 ∧ Π¯2 −Π2 ∧ Π¯1)
]
. (3.11)
The central charge is
Z = e
K
2 W = e
K
2
∫
F ∧Π . (3.12)
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3.1 SL(2, Z) symmetry
Under SL(2, Z) transformations with
τ ′ =
aτ + b
cτ + d
(3.13)
the flux doublet transforms as
(
F3
H3
)
′
= R
(
F3
H3
)
, R =
(
a b
c d
)
. (3.14)
The central charge, defined in eqs. (3.8), (3.12) transforms with the phase
Z ′ = e−iArg(cτ¯+d)Z , (3.15)
as was shown in studies of axion-dilaton black holes in [18]. This is clearly compensated by
the Ka¨hler transformation of the type (2.5). This concludes the derivation of the special
geometry in the moduli space z = (τ, x) of the axion-dilaton τ and the complex structure
fields x of the CY3. The attractor equations for the flux vacua of type IIB string theory
on CY3 orientifold can be guessed by analogy with black hole attractor equations, at least
for the case that the special geometry rule is satisfied, i. e. at the fixed point DZ = 0 with
additional requirement that MAB = DADBZ = 0


pah
qha
paf
qfa


= eK


W¯Xa + WX¯a
W¯Ga + WG¯a
τW¯Xa + τ¯WXa
τW¯Ga + τ¯WG¯a


fix
(3.16)
Here the right hand side has explicit dependence on the universal axion-dilaton and a
generic dependence on the complex structure moduli of an arbitrary CY3. All moduli in
the rhs. of this equation take fixed values defined by fluxes in the lhs. of the attractor
equation.
3.2 Simplified notation
We may also introduce the form notation to simplify the axion-dilaton dependence. Let
F4 = −α ∧ F3 + β ∧H3 ,
∫
T 2
α ∧ β = 1 . (3.17)
The complex structure of the auxiliary torus is ω = β−τα. We can define the holomorphic
4-form
Ω ≡ Ω(0,4)(z) = Ω(0,3)(x) ∧ ω(τ) = Ω(0,3) ∧ β − τΩ(0,3) ∧ α . (3.18)
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The total Ka¨hler potential is now
K(t, t¯) = − ln
∫
X3×T 2
Ω(0,4) ∧ Ω¯(4,0) . (3.19)
The covariantly holomorphic central charge and the superpotential are
Z = e
K
2
∫
X3×T 2
F4 ∧Ω(0,4) , W =
∫
X3×T 2
F4 ∧ Ω(0,4) . (3.20)
The flux attractor equations take a remarkably simple form
F4 = [e
K(W¯Ω+W Ω¯)]fix = 2e
KRe (W Ω¯(4,0))|fix . (3.21)
We may also present it using the central charge and covariantly holomorphic form Ωˆ4 =
e
K
2 Ω(0,4)
F4 = [Z¯Ωˆ + Z
ˆ¯Ω]fix = 2Re (Z
ˆ¯Ω)|fix . (3.22)
This is a condensed form of equation (3.16). The flux vacua attractor equation (3.22) is
almost the same equation as the black hole attractor equation. The difference is that in
black hole case we have Im(Zˆ¯Ω3) defining the 3-form flux whereas in flux vacua case we
have Re(Zˆ¯Ω4) defining the effective 4-form flux.
3.3 Example of M-theory on K3×K3
As an example, we will consider here stabilization of the complex structure moduli in M-
theory on K3×K3 [19, 5], which is also related to stabilization of the complex structure
in IIB string theory on K3×T
2
Z2
. For the purpose of relating flux vacua with black hole
attractors, we will slightly modify the procedure used in [19], where we were interested in
stabilizing all moduli in this model. For this purpose we made a choice of the 4-form flux as
a (2, 2) form. This is a choice when the superpotential defined by eq. (3.20) vanishes. Here
we will fix the complex structure moduli by fluxes in such a way that the superpotential
does not vanish: we will choose the real 4-form flux as follows
F4 = c¯Ω
1 ∧Ω2 + c Ω¯1 ∧ Ω¯2 . (3.23)
Here Ωi, i = 1, 2 are holomorphic 2-forms on each of K3 at the attractor point. The
superpotential can be calculated, and we find
W =
∫
K3×K3
cΩ¯1 ∧ Ω¯2 ∧ Ω1 ∧ Ω2 = c e−K , ⇒ c = Z (3.24)
This proves that we may now rewrite the 4-form flux as follows
F4 = 2e
KRe(W¯ Ω1 ∧ Ω2) = 2Re(Z¯ Ωˆ1 ∧ Ωˆ2) . (3.25)
Since in this example Ω(0.4) = Ω
1∧Ω2, we confirm for this example the flux vacua attractor
formula (3.21), (3.22) derived in the general case for type IIB string theory compactified
on a generic CY orientifold.
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We may now take Ωi, i = 1, 2 proportional to pi + τiqi, as suggested in [19, 5]. Two
complex numbers τj for this choice of the holomorphic form are fixed by the condition
Ω2j = 0 to be τj = (−pj .qj + i
√
detQj)/q
2
j . Each of the attractive K3 surfaces is now
described up to SL(2,Z) equivalence class by a matrix [19]
Qj =

 p
2
j pj.qj
pj.qj q
2
j

 (3.26)
(no summation over j). In the definition of the attractive K3 surface in [5] it was pointed
out that A4pi = |Z|2fix =
√
DetQ is an area of the unit cell in the transcendental lattice
TS of the K3 surface. As we will see now, our example helps to reveal another interesting
relation between black holes and flux vacua: a relation between the black hole entropy and
the transcendental lattice TS on the attractive K3.
Indeed, the area of the horizon of the supersymmetric black holes in SU(1,1)U(1) × SO(2,n)SO(2)×SO(n)
symmetric manifold was established in [20]:
A
4pi
= |Z|2fix =
√
DetQ = (p2q2 − (p · q)2)1/2 . (3.27)
This result was found by solving explicitly the supersymmetric black hole attractor equa-
tions in this theory and stabilizing all moduli of the SU(1,1)U(1) × SO(2,n)SO(2)×SO(n) coset space in
terms of the black hole charges. Now one finds the same value of |Z|2fix in the context of
flux vacua for each K3. We leave the detailed study of this issue for the future publication.
Note that Eq. (3.21), which in detailed form is given in Eq. (3.16), was derived either
using the tools of special geometry or using the tools of algebraic geometry such as Hodge-
decomposition of the space of allowed 4-form fluxes. It is valid for generic CY3. As we
have shown in particular example of K3×T 2/Z2 and its M-theory version, the coefficient
of proportionality between fluxes and period matrix is linear in the critical value of the
superpotential (central charge).
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have established that a class of flux vacua with DW = 0 and W 6= 0
are defined by the attractor equations (3.21), (3.16), which have the same form as the
attractor equations for the supersymmetric black holes near the horizon. Note that these
vacua with W0(z)fix 6= 0 have been used in the KKLT construction [10]. We have used
the symplectic structure of the type IIB string theory compactified on CY orientifold. The
corresponding symmetry of the moduli space is a product of the Sp(2n,Z) symmetry and
SL(2, Z) symmetry. The first one originates from the special geometry of the CY space,
whereas the second one comes from the SL(2, Z) symmetry of the type IIB theory in d=10.
It is most easily expressed via the special geometry of the product space of the CY3-fold
and an auxiliary torus T 2. Using the covariantly holomorphic central charge, Z = eK/2,
we have shown that for the non-vanishing value of the central charge equation DiZ = 0
– 9 –
can be replaced by an attractor equation F = 2Re(Z¯Ωˆ). We should stress, however, that
there is in general a deviation from the special geometry which is present in flux vacua, in
general, as DiDjZ may not vanish: only when it is vanishing the vacua are defined by the
black hole attractor equation, see [11].
In case of regular supersymmetric black holes in classical N=2 supergravity, the square
of the central charge |Z|2 at the attractor point is proportional to the black hole en-
tropy/area of the horizon, which at the attractor point depends only on charges and does
not depend on continuous moduli. Typically the entropy is given by a product of charges.
If one of the charges in this product vanishes, the area of the horizon vanishes, the metric
has a null singularity, and some of the moduli may blow up. It was therefore important
in the studies of supersymmetric black holes near the horizon to find cases with central
charge which does not vanish at the attractor point. The function which was minimized
was |Z(z, z¯, p, q)|2 with z, z¯ taking arbitrary values in the moduli space corresponding to
the values of these moduli at the asymptotic infinity. At the minimum, this function was
proportional to the area of the horizon, A(p,q)4pi = |Z(z(p, q), z¯(p, q), p, q)|2.
In flux vacua we are looking for the critical points of the potential V = |DZ|2− 3|Z|2.
The cases of flux vacua with DZ = 0, Z = 0 and Vfix = 0 have solutions with all
moduli stabilized (axion-dilaton and complex structure), as different from the situation
with extremal black holes2. We will show in [11] that such vacua can be described by the
generalized attractor equations. Here we have shown that at the critical point DZ = 0,
Z 6= 0 the potential is equal to V = −3m23/2 = −3|Z|2. The relation between charges and
fixed moduli in this case can be described by the black hole attractor type equation. This is
the main point of this note: flux vacua defined by differential equations DiZ = DiDjZ =
0 and the condition Z 6= 0 can be described by the algebraic equations analogous to
supersymmetric black holes attractors.
Note added. The main content of this paper is now included into a new extended
version of ref. [11], following the suggestion of the referee of JHEP.
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